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Abstract 
This paper presents an optimum technique based on the least squares method for the derivation of the bubble functions to enrich the standard 
linear finite elements employed in the formulation of Galerkin weighted-residual statements. The element-level linear shape functions are 
enhanced with supplementary polynomial bubble functions with undetermined coefficients. The best least squares minimization of the 
residual functional obtained from the insertion of these trial functions into model equations results in an algebraic system of equations whose 
solution provides the unknown coefficients in terms of element-level nodal values. The normal finite element procedures for the construction 
of stiffness matrices may then be followed with no extra degree of freedom incurred as a result of such enrichment. The performance of the 
proposed method has been tested on a number of benchmark linear transport equations with the results compared against the exact and 
standard linear element solutions. It has been observed that low order bubble enriched elements produce more accurate approximations than 
the standard linear elements with no extra computational cost despite employing relatively crude mesh. However, for the solution of strongly 
convection or reaction dominated problems significantly higher order enrichments as well as extra mesh refinements will be required.   
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1. Introduction 
 
A major problem associated with the finite element solution of the differential equations describing different types of transport 
phenomena (e.g. convection, diffusion and reaction) is that such solutions, in general, fail to capture non-smooth behaviour of the unknown 
variables. In particular, if the field variables change rapidly within the thin internal or boundary layers, standard numerical schemes lead to 
inaccurate and unstable results observed as spurious oscillations. For example, standard Galerkin finite element schemes are known to yield 
oscillatory solutions for convection or reaction-dominated multi-scale transport problems [1-3]. Multi-scale phenomena are those in which the 
field variables show different orders of magnitude in the scale of their variations. Fine scale variations usually demonstrate their affects during 
the abrupt changes in the behaviour of the field unknowns within a narrow layer in the problem domain. In such situations, traditional 
discretization methods produce relatively accurate results only if excessively fine computational mesh is used. In the context of finite element 
schemes to satisfy this requirement the size of the elements should be smaller than the thickness of layers in which abrupt changes (i.e. fine 
scale variations) occur. This often results in a large system of algebraic equations whose solution may either become inaccurate or even 
worthless due to the computational error build-up, or it may involve high computational cost to say the least.    
 
Development of variational multi-scale methods [4-6] enabled researchers to cope with such problems beyond the power of classical finite 
elements. In particular, these techniques can be used to solve finite element problems in which the chosen discretization level does not satisfy 
the stability conditions. The variational multi-scale method provides a robust basis to overcome the problems associated with the use of 
Galerkin method that employs standard linear shape functions in the presence of multi-scale phenomena. In a combined two-scale 
approximation, the element-level variations of an unknown () is expressed in terms of two components as       where   is an 
approximation based on the standard piecewise linear functions and   is the function which locally solves the residual differential equation 
subject to homogeneous boundary conditions. This residual equation is generated from the insertion of     into the original model 
equation. Component   is called “Residual-Free Bubble” (RFB) which satisfies the residual equation strongly. Discretization of the problem 
domain and applying the described process at an elemental level provides a set of enriched shape functions which can be used to construct a 
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robust finite element scheme. An important property of the bubble functions is that they are defined within each element and vanish at the 
element boundaries [7-10]. Justification for such a definition is that the irresolvable fine-scale behaviour exists locally within each element but 
not at the element boundaries. The RFB method, offers a powerful theoretical approach for the solution of multi-scale problems in which both 
fine and coarse scale variations are taken into account [4-8]. Another advantage of this method is that any additional degree-of-freedom 
associated with RFB implementation can be eliminated from the global set of equations by using a technique known as the static condensation 
[11]. Therefore extra accuracy is achieved without using elements with more nodes than linear elements. Typically, the RFB process starts 
with an analytical solution of the residual equations subject to homogeneous boundary conditions. Achieving this, however, may be difficult in 
the problems described by complex partial differential equations. Another issue is that the analytically derived solutions may be represented 
as complicated mathematical expressions (e.g. trigonometric or hyperbolic series) which cannot be directly used in the evaluation of numerical 
integrals normally appearing in a finite element solution procedure. Therefore, in order to overcome such loss of flexibility it is more practical 
to convert the residual-free bubble functions to simpler forms by using Taylor series approximations instead of original  analytical solutions 
or/and semi-discrete methods [3, 12-13].  
 
In this paper, a least squares method has been used to derive the bubble functions required for the enrichment of standard linear finite 
elements in Galerkin weighted-residual statements. Such bubble functions provide the best polynomial fit for the element-level residual-free 
bubble function in as a uniform approximation (in contrast to the described point-wise approximations [3,12-13]). The standard linear shape 
functions are enriched with a high order supplementary polynomial bubble function with unknown coefficients to form a trial solution. 
Insertion of the enriched approximating function into the operator equation results in a residual term. Following this step a residual functional 
is constructed using the normal weighted residual technique. Such a residual functional will always be convex and hence its minimum can be 
found by taking its partial derivates with respect to the unknown coefficients and setting them equal to zero. This results in an algebraic 
system of equations. The solution of this system yields the unknown coefficients of enriched functions in terms of element-level nodal values. 
The finite element procedures to construct the local stiffness equations and assembling the global stiffness matrices will follow normally. One 
of the advantages of the described procedure over the RFB method is that the laborious (or in many cases impossible) manipulations needed 
to derive an analytical solution for the local equations are avoided. Therefore, the proposed scheme is, potentially, of greater practical value as 
it can be completely automated in a finite element programme. In what follows, the construction of the least squares bubble enhanced 
elements has been demonstrated and the performance of the proposed scheme has been tested on a number of benchmark linear transport 
equations. The results obtained using this scheme have been compared against the exact solution and numerical results yielded by a standard 
scheme.  
 
2. Residual free bubble functions 
 
The RFB method is based on the analytical solution of the model differential equation within each element using homogeneous boundary 
conditions [14]. Consider the following boundary value problem 
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 
 
where A is a domain in  with a boundary of A ,  is a linear differential operator,  is an unknown (scalar or vector valued) function and 	 
represents a source or a sink. We assume that  is such that the problem is well posed i.e. it has a unique solution continuously dependent on 
the initial values. Assume a partition of A into a set of admissible elements A such that no two elements overlap and the union of all such 
elements is A. The approximation space  is chosen from a finite dimensional space depending on the partition that satisfies    , where  
is the space of the functions in which a solution to the continuous variational problem is sought. Here, the partition diameter is  A !. The Galerkin method seeks  "  such that  
 #$%&  #	$%&
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( 
 
where #) $) & is a bilinear form of the variational problem given as Equation (1). To enrich the elements used in the standard Galerkin scheme 
with bubble functions, each  "  is taken as the sum of standard piecewise linear parts and bubble functions  as      

' "  where   and   are the linear and the bubble components, respectively. The bubble function is selected to be such that it vanishes on the element 
boundaries. Fin the residual free bubble function method,   needs to strongly satisfy the residual equation within each element, therefore 
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+ 
 
As the bubble function vanishes on each element boundary static condensation [11,15] can be used which leads to the following selection of %  %$A,  in Equation (2). Hence, the weak representation of Equation (3) is 
 #  $%&  #  $%&  #	$%&  #	$%&
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Therefore it is sufficient to find       in such a way that 
 #  $%&  #	$%&
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0 
 
The approximate solution of Equation (3) can be expressed as 
 
     1 232  42  35267 
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where 3  4 are the linear and bubble functions, respectively and  is the number of nodes per element. Evaluation of the unknown nodal 
values 2  is achieved by a routine finite element solution process.  
 
3. Least squares bubble function for one-dimensional transport model 
 
From a practical point of view, polynomials, in general,  present the preferred choice for approximating functions due to the level of 
flexibility they provide towards mathematical operations such as differentiation, integration and arithmetic calculations. Therefore 
polynomials generated by Taylor series expansion of polynomial bubble functions instead of their original forms have been widely used to 
construct finite element schemes for multiscale problems [12-13].  While Taylor series usually provide good point-wise approximations for the 
estimated functions defined over  points within a small radius of convergence, they usually fail to capture the function variations (expressed as 
derivatives) at points further away from the centre of the neighbourhood of convergence. In contrast, polynomials generated by the least 
squares method  provide more uniform approximations (that converges in the mean) on a fixed interval or within the rectangular finite 
element grids. The technique presented in this section uses this property of the least squares method to derive polynomial bubble functions. 
An important property of this approach is that once the unknown polynomial coefficients are calculated, they can be used directly in the 
computer programme routines to calculate the element-level nodal values.  
The general steady state model for transport processes incorporating convection, diffusion and reaction phenomena is expressed by 
equation 9:  #;<$=&  >  	

A subject to the prescribed boundary conditions. The simplified one-dimensional version of this equation 
is expressed by 
 
* 9??  ;?  >  	


.  @A B  C
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D

 
in which the assumption of 
	   (no sinks or sources) has been made for the sake of simplicity. The problem domain can be discretized into E sub-intervals of the length FG  GH7  G  where   I J 7 J K J G J L   for M  AN A E. Consider the local approximation for  in the M-th subinterval OG  PG A GH7Q is given by 
 
R    GFG GH7  GH7  FG G STAG





























































































































































































U

 
where  
STAG  VGWGH7  X  G
 is the supplementary quadratic bubble function over the element OG  and G  G andGH7  GH7 
are the nodal values. The bubble function STAG
is defined to be zero on the boundaries and outside of  OG . The bubble coefficient VG  shall be 
determined in such a way that provides the most accurate approximation at the element level, without the requirement for the introduction of 
 4 
additional midpoints. With no major loss of generality, it can be assumed that the calculations are taking place over a master element 
represented by a standard interval PA FQ. Rewriting Equation (8) provides 
 
RG  F  F   F F  VGF  
































































































































































































Y

 
The residual term Z within the local interval OG 
results from the insertion of Equation (9) into Equation (7), as 
 
Z  (9VG  ; [
  IF  VGF  (\  > ]^F  F I_  F VGF  `)


























































































































 
We define the residual functional, essential in finding the unknown coefficient VG , as given below [16] 
 
aZ  b ZTI 

















































































































































































































































 
 
The functional aZ is a convex function where its minima can be found by differentiating with respect to VG  and setting each partial derivative to 
zero 
 
  aZVG  b (ZI ZVG )

























































































































































































































( 
 
Expression (12) may be rearranged to find unknown coefficient VG  (in general, a system of algebraic equations generated depending on the 
number of unknown coefficients in the polynomial bubble functions). The computed value of VG  following the rearrangement of (12) is  
 
VG  0([>TFc  (9>F  I  (/9;  I>TFd  (9>Fc  ;TFc  (9TF \)





































































































































































+ 
 
By replacing  VG   into the Equation (9), one obtains  

eff
gf
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Fi  0([ >TFc  (9>F>TFd  (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/ 
 
The weighted residual statement of Equation (7) corresponding to the weight function j can be written as  
 
  b j9RG??  ;RG?  >RGI )




















































































































































































0 
 
Consequently, integration by parts can be applied  
 
9b j ARG?I  ;b jRG?I  
>b jRGI  9kjRG?l
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8 
 
The Galerkin weight functions are selected to be 
mjI  En  F  F  i  SF  jI  Enn  F  i  SF  
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for which the associated stiffness matrix of the weighted residual statement is 
 
opp
pq 9 b EnAEnAI  ;b EnEnAI  
>b EnEnI 9b EnnAEnAI  ;b EnnEnAI  
>b EnnEnI9b Enn AEnAI  ;b EnnEnAI  
>b EnnEnI 9b EnnAEnnAI  ;b EnnEnnAI  
>b EnnEOnI rss
st uI v  w9En3!
I9Enn3!
I x







































D 
 
where 3 is the boundary line term. Substitution of shape functions into the above matrix system of (17) and evaluation of the integrals and 
boundary line terms provide the following element-level stiffness matrix 
 
uy z{ |v unnnv  u }n}nnv
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U 
 
Provided that the numerical values for the parameters A A A  in the model Equation (18) are known, the element-level stiffness matrices 
can be evaluated. The solution of Equation (7) using bubble enriched elements is consequently achieved following the assembly of    global 
stiffness matrix and imposition of boundary conditions.  The derivation of higher order least squares polynomial bubble functions can be 
achieved analogously by solving  larger system of algebraic equations.. For example, a cubic polynomial bubble function of the form 
 
RG  F  F   F F  VGF    	G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Y 
 
results in a linear system of two equations and two unknowns which is solved to provide 
 
VG  F [ F>  8I  /Fd>c9  +I  DFd>T;T  (I  8F>T;9+  ((IF>  0(F~>T;T  (>9  F/+(>T9T  8U>;T9  /(;  FT9T0/;T  8/U>9  +(/9\
 [ U/Fc>T9T0  8I  U/Fc>9;T  /I  0/FT9T;>  8I  (0(FT;c9  IF>  0(F~>T;T  (>9  F/+(>T9T  8U>;T9  /(;  FT9T0/;T  8/U>9  +(/9\
 [ 0/F>9c  (I  (0(F;T9T  I  0(;9c  IF>  0(F~>T;T  (>9  F/+(>T9T  8U>;T9  /(;  FT9T0/;T  8/U>9  +(/9\ 
 
and 
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F9T;>  I  (0(FT;c9  IF>  0(F~>T;T  (>9  F/+(>T9T  8U>;T9  /(;  FT9T0/;T  8/U>9  +(/9\
 [ D(>9c  I  D(;T9T  IF>  0(F~>T;T  (>9  F/+(>T9T  8U>;T9  /(;  FT9T0/;T  8/U>9  +(/9\ 
 
It should be noted that parameters A A  play a significant role in determining which transport phenomenon dominates the flow regime. For 
example, the case of    represents a convection-dominated regime where it is well-known that the standard linear finite elements fail to 
accurately predict the near wall behaviour of solution, and hence the use of enriched numerical schemes combined with mesh refinements 
may be required. 
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4. Least squares bubble function for a transient model 
 
Solution of the one-dimensional transient transport equations by using the method of partial discretization only requires spatial 
discretization [17]. Temporal variations in such problems are represented in a system of ordinary differential equations with given initial 
conditions. In this section application of the described technique to transient problems is demonstrated.  Consider the following time-
dependent initial-boundary value problem (also known as diffusion with lateral concentration loss problem [18])  
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
 
 
A finite element discretization in the  direction is applied on the equation domain PA BQ. Using the previous section formalisms, a trial solution 
is defined as 
 
RGA   @7AGF  VF    @TAGF  F  VF  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on the M-th element, and zero elsewhere. In order to derive the unknown coefficient of the bubble function for the above expression, one may 
consider Equation (20) as a special case of the benchmark model (7) where 9??    . Consequently, the technique developed in the 
previous section can be applied in a straightforward fashion to obtain 
 
V  0( [ FT  (9F  (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(( 
 
The weighted residual statement required for every weight function j is expressed as 
 
  b j [RG  9 TRGT  RG\I 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Application of  the Green’s theorem (integration by part) to (23) gives 
 
b [j RG  9 j RG  jRG\I   9 *j RG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(/ 
 
Corresponding to jI    VF   and j7    VF  , the Galerkin weighted residual statement result in the following set of 
equations 
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By setting  
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the assembled global stiffness equation is found as 
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Enforcement of the boundary conditions A   and BA    and eliminating the redundant equations, corresponding to the boundary 
values, will result in the solution of the system and evaluation of the nodal values. 
 
5. Numerical results 
 
In this section we demonstrate the level of accuracy and reliability of the least squares bubble functions through two examples.  
 
5.1 Numerical solution of steady-state reaction-diffusion equation 
 
Consider the following diffusion-reaction problem (with no sources or sinks) represented as  
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with the following exact solution 
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This equation is typically used in modelling transport phenomena such as, for example, the decay of  chemicals in a reservoir. A relatively small 
ratio between the diffusion and the reaction coefficient results in the trajectory of the exact solution (29) to have a very sharp gradient near 
the boundary wall as illustrated in Figure (1). Approximations  based on Lagrangian finite elements fail to capture such an abrupt change ( the 
solution deteriorates rapidly as the problem becomes more reaction dominated), unless excessive mesh refinement is used in the near-
boundary region.  
 
Utilizing the described quadratic least squares bubble function we have   
 
VG  (0(0FT  +(0F  0FT  +   I)
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The numerical result generated using bubble enriched elements for the model Equation (28), for two cases corresponding to 30 and 50 
elements, is shown in Figure (1) and compared with the analytical solution. Despite using coarse mesh the bubble enriched finite element has 
yielded  almost super-convergent solutions for this bench mark problem.   
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Figure 1 Solution of the one-dimensional steady state reaction-diffusion equation; exact solution (left), comparison of the numerical solutions 
obtained by linear elements and bubble enriched elements against exact solution (right). 
 
 
5.2 Numerical solution of transient reaction-diffusion equation 
Consider the following diffusion-reaction problem over      expressed by 
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h  T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The model governed by equation (31) is known as the heat-flow problem with lateral heat loss. The exact solution for this equation is  found to 
be:  A   
( on   PA Q and   .  
Using a partial discretization based on a very coarse mesh consisting of only two equal size linear elements, the following solution is obtained 
 
R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The solution for Equation  (31) associated with the use of two equal size quadratic bubble-enriched elements corresponding to 9   and ;   in the benchmark model (7) is 
 
RZA   m(  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Comparisons of the performance of the numerical schemes obtained from the linear elements and the quadratic bubble-enriched elements 
against the exact solution at    and       are given Table 1 and  Table 2 and shown in Figure (2).  
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Table 1 Comparison of the solution profiles for    
   A     ¡¢A     ¡£A    
 0 0 0 
 8¤  0.195 0.180 0.125 
( 8¤  0.382 0.345 0.25 
+ 8¤  0.555 0.494 0.375 
/ 8¤  0.707 0.627 0.5 
0 8¤  0.831 0.744 0.625 
8 8¤  0.923 0.845 0.75 
D 8¤  0.980 0.930 0.875 
U 8¤  1 1 1 
Y 8¤  0.980 0.930 0.875 
 8¤  0.923 0.845 0.75 
 8¤  0.831 0.744 0.625 
( 8¤  0.707 0.627 0.5 
+ 8¤  0.555 0.494 0.375 
/ 8¤  0.382 0.345 0.25 
0 8¤  0.195 0.180 0.125 
 0 0 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 Comparison of the solution profiles for   ¥¦§    W  ¥¦ §¤ A X
  ¡¢W  ¥¦ §¤ A X
  ¡£W  ¥¦ §¤ A X

0 0.382 0.345 0.25 
0.1 0.313 0.281 0.200 
0.2 0.256 0.230 0.160 
0.3 0.210 0.187 0.128 
0.4 0.171 0.153 0.103 
0.5 0.140 0.125 0.082 
0.6 0.115 0.102 0.066 
0.7 0.094 0.083 0.053 
0.8 0.077 0.067 0.042 
0.9 0.063 0.055 0.034 
1 0.051 0.045 0.027 
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Figure 2 Solution of the one-dimensional transient reaction-diffusion equation; comparison of the linear and bubble enriched element 
solutions against exact solution for the solution profile at   
and      (right), and      and     (left). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Multi-dimensional least squares bubble function enrichment 
 
Finite element method is a particularly well suited technique for the solution of partial differential equations arising from two or three 
dimensional field problems defined over domains having a complex geometry [19]. The performance of the described least squares bubble-
enriched scheme may consequently be tested by its application to such problems. A common procedure for the construction of multi-
dimensional shape functions is the use of tensor products of one dimensional functions. However, in some extreme cases discretizations based 
on tensor product elements may not necessarily satisfy the original partial differential equation and its boundary conditions [20].  
Consequently, techniques such as the exponential fitting or residual-free bubble function should be used. However these methods depend on 
finding an analytical solution at the elemental level which can prove to be impossible.  In theory direct evaluation of enriched elements via the 
least squares method is possible but algebraic manipulations required to construct such elements can be very tedious.  In this section the 
extension of the described method to a two dimensional example is, however, briefly presented. 
 
Consider the following problem 
 
efg
fh¨  T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j-
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A ¨ " PA BQ  PA©Q
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for which a two-dimensional polynomial bubble function is defined as SA ¨  ª ª B«F  ¨«  ¨¬«67L67  over the rectangular 
master element .2AG  PA FQ  PA Q in an arbitrary domain discretization. By selecting the trial approximation 
 
R2AGA ¨  F  F )   ¨ A  F  F ) ¨ A   F )   ¨ FA   F ) ¨ FA   V2AG¨F    ¨
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the following  two-dimensional residual functional is obtained 
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 aZ  ­ T¨®, 
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where   ¯°±¡²A³¯°  ¯±¡²A³¯´  . Minimising this functional (i.e.  ¯µ¯¶²A³  ) with respect to the unknown coefficient gives 
 
V  0A  A   FA   FA F  (T 
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Least squares bubble functions can similarly be evaluated for other equation types and higher order polynomials.  
 
7. Discussion and conclusion 
 
In this paper, a least squares method for the derivation of polynomial bubble functions is proposed and is used as a uniform approximation 
for residual-free bubble functions to enrich standard linear finite elements in the Galerkin weighted-residual statements of multiscale 
problems. Quadratic and cubic least squares bubble functions are derived for a generic one-dimensional steady-state transport model and the 
generalization of the method, using partial discretization, to transient transport models has been demonstrated. The practicality and 
satisfactory performance of this method is tested by numerical examples and comparing the obtained results against the exact solution. It is 
shown that the best least squares bubble functions are derived and implemented following relatively straightforward calculations and in 
general, they have advantages over the standard schemes. These elements are typically required to capture the abrupt changes in the solution 
of multiscale problems. In contrast to residual free approach for the enrichment of finite elements the described method can be fully 
automated for implementation in finite element codes. Derivation of residual free bubble functions requires analytical solution of the model 
differential equations at an elemental. Therefore, in practice, unrealistic approximations may be needed to derive them.  As the presented least 
squares method does not have such a drawback further extension of this method may yield powerful schemes for the solution of a wide range 
of multiscale transport problems.  
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